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Next there iw the by-line porblem. Yondelehr is out of town onz vacation. 

They dont know where he is, so they can't write or wire to get ttifeldkgrilor 
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Here's how things line up now. 1n about a month they will have photographic 
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0 course, you may Admix have a policy against arias' 	in, you may not like 

the idea. You are not bound by anything,  

Here is what I asked them subject to Dr. V's approval, they agreed to; 

All stories to be by-lined by Dr, V ( and if we do the series I haven't 

completely given up on Parma, though for a single story there is absolutely 

no possibility), Parren's assistant, Next, all stuff is exclusive, that is, 

nobody else gets the pictures we get until after we have used them, and none 

of the text is offered to anybody else, inc. Life. Third, Where campaigns 

are concerned, good stuff is kept out for us, so that we have news, not 

just copy, and stuff that is new to all the readers. 

Briefly, that's it. I have always been impressed with she importance of 

doing somethin aboutvenereal dt7easa, but after e - d some time with 

these guys, I'm horrified, Do you know, since Pearl Harbor, out casualties 

from these diseases are much greater than those inflicted by the Jpas, 

Nazis and various subsubAxis powers combined? How do you like this for an 

angle in the story(iee) by the way. 

Well, let MB know what to do, worried about the Pic story, and feel that 

you might run some risk if you 1)- °Coed immediately; I feel you can get 

gonderlehr's by-line when he returns; I feel there is a liklihoodOf. 

several additional terries on the subject, which would on the one hand make 

good copy and on the other would be a real service that might also .do the 

magazine some good. 

Whatdya sere 

Major Mason still out of to 	so, of course, I didn't see him, but he is 

expected again in the morning. The new pictures are expected at that time 

(on tank testers). 


